Name: Gwylim Fengurstaph.
Name Pronunciation: [GWIHL-ihM FIN-gir-staff].
Nickname: Scribe Fengurstaph: He goes by Scribe because his
occupation is a scribe and it’s easier to pronounce.
Nickname Pronunciation: [Scrybe FIN-gir-staff].
Middle Name: He doesn’t reveal his middle name, because it’s
too long and impossible to pronounce.
Titles (from highest to lowest): Lesser vespercestor. Chief scribe, aka automatic
writer. Magister of Sanguinati magic.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Snuffinumbra.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Magister of Sanguinati magic.

Address: Mystic Steeples, Severance, Hoopenfangia.
Date & Place of Birth: He was born on November 15, 1944, in Puckernilli,
Hoopenfangia.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: Height 4’9’’. He has a white beard that
extends past his plump waistline. His long white hair is scruffy. His thoughts are
often muddled and confused.
Clothing: Fengurstaph tends to wear baggy, colorfully patterned coats, robes,
and tall pointy hats.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Hoopenfangia. / Caucasian. / Finnish and Welsh
ancestry.
Other Family Members: One grown daughter.
Spouse or Lover: Married.
Social Class: Middle.
Employer: Mystic Steeples.
Magic Specialties: He likes performing magical pranks and spells to embarrass
people. He often leaves talismans and charms lying around all over Mystic
Steeples, in case he forgets something or to bring good luck.
Psychography: Spirit writing or automatic writing.
Brontomancy: Divination or fortune telling by interpreting thunder or
thunderstorms.
Magic Wand and Staff: He uses ornate staffs mostly as walking sticks.
Salary: Medium earnings. Fengurstaph hoards his money for security.

Community Status: He is popular among the LaRocks; the others don’t like him
as much as he thinks they do.
Job-Related Skills:
He’s a lesser vespercestor because he’s a conformist for the head vespercestor’s
will.
As a scribe, he became the personal secretary for O Enchantedness. He keeps
minutes of business meetings under the direction of the lesser vespercestors, and
he handles most correspondence to and from O Enchantedness. Automatic
writers perform psychography and graphology analysis for Progress Gauge
Reports. They also translate and decode ancient oracles, and work with the
Pantomagi in interpreting messages from the Ancients, especially during
convocations.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Progressive Sanguinati.
Voice: Fengurstaph tends to speak in backward sentences.
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